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Project Phoenix is the world’s most exciting new luxury sport superyacht. Sleek, 

fast and luxurious with flowing, seamless entertaining space and panoramic 

views. This 130-foot vessel with five staterooms is tank-tested for a max speed 

of 28 knots to soar to the sun. 

Project Phoenix is a revolutionary spec build representing the collaboration 

of a leading American design and engineering team and a South Korean 

shipyard. Together they will construct the first superyacht in the world’s leading 

shipbuilding nation - South Korea.

A GROUNDBREAKING NEW LAUNCH BY USA-BASED LAZZARA OMBRES 
ARCHITECTS IN BUILD AT GHI SHIPYARD IN SOUTH KOREA

GENERATIONS OF INNOVATION

Project Phoenix is Joe Lazzara’s latest initiative for the 

superyacht industry. His designs continue his family’s legacy 

of innovation and leadership in yachting.

AMERICAN DESIGN AND ENGINEERING 
BUILT IN SOUTH KOREA

Phoenix 130 is a spec vessel in build scheduled to 

splash in 2020. Hull and superstructure milestones are 

complete at GHI Shipyard.
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ENGINEERING STRENGTH
At 318GT, Phoenix 130 is aluminum 

construction and tops out around 28 

knots. Phoenix 130 is expected to be 

one of the first ABS A1 commercial 

classed yachts certified by ABS Houston 

in the last five years in this size range 

meeting and exceeding ABS’ stringent 

engineering standards.

Boksa Marine Design (BMD) did ABS 

compliance on Phoenix’s systems 

engineering. The systems were 

designed by KOMAC (Korea Maritime 

Consultants) and BMD brought the 

systems into compliance with ABS 

rules in addition to the machinery 

arrangement.

POWER AND PERFORMANCE
Phoenix is engineered to precision for 

an optimal strength to weight ratio. Her 

standard propulsion system is twin MTU 

12V 4000 M93L 3460 HP, generally an 

upgrade for any boat this size.

Stevens Institute provided tank testing 

under a range of speeds to 50 knots 

and in multiple sea states validating 

the hull’s exceptional seakeeping 

characteristics and efficiency.

STYLE AND SEX APPEAL
Joe Lazzara’s exterior styling is sleek 

and sexy with a full walk around top 

deck. This makes crew maintenance 

accessible and wing stations for easy 

docking. The main deck arrangement 

creates a true upper deck pilothouse, 

with a ceiling height of 8 1/2 feet, 

unusual for a boat this size.



INTERIOR 
The modern chic decor uses casual materials like chenille, cottons, light oak and reconstituted oak with a touch of 

industrial interior design and Art Déco proportions.

Phoenix 130 and her 50-meter and 70-meter sisterships will achieve their own unique style by changing soft and hard 

goods to satisfy client tastes.

Mixing mahogany and white lacquers makes for a new navy interior theme. Black tinted oak with stainless steel and 

carbon fiber creates a futuristic aura. Full teak and white details make for a casual ambiance.

Project Phoenix’s interior theme by French interior designer Alexandre Thiriat artfully blends elements of his OKTO design. This includes dark 

Indian rosewood with sparkling details in proportion to western taste for a true semi-custom yacht interior.



“You’ve seen my descent. Now watch my rising.” 
Rumi

DECKS

The main deck arrangement creates a true, upper deck pilothouse. With a ceiling height of 8 1/2 feet, 

Phoenix avoids that half-height deck that eats into 20-percent of the typical main deck arrangement 

of a traditional raised pilothouse yacht. The full walkaround of top deck makes for accessible crew 

maintenance and wing stations with easy docking.
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MILESTONES

Ian Ombres worked closely with Bill Prince to tank test Project Phoenix Series’ 

hull performance in varying sea states for efficiency and seakeeping quality at 

Stevens Institute.

The hull design is defined by a fine entry forward and a chine profile which 

allows for efficient water flow over the hull bottom and progressive mitigation 

of wave impact forces for a comfortable ride. The running bottom is 

moderately warped and includes propeller pockets which were tank tested for 

minimal resistance promoting laminar flow into the propellers as depicted in 

the underwater image.

“Our passions are the true phoenixes; when the old one is burnt out, a new one rises from its ashes.” 

Johann von Goethe 

Phoenix’s hull and superstructure milestones were completed at GHI Shipyard.

In 2018, South Korea reclaimed the title of world’s biggest shipbuilder for the 

first time in six years after conceding the number one spot to China in 2012.

The global orders of Korean shipbuilders stood at 12.6 million compensated 

gross tonnage (CGT) last year. This accounted for 44.2 percent of the total 

orders, according to Clarkson Research, shipbuilding and marine analysis 

agency in the U.K.



Joe Lazzara and Ian Ombres lead an all star team of yacht designers, naval architects and marine engineers. Together they are introducing this decade’s most intriguing 

new superyacht series. With a comfortable yet chic, streamlined interior design by Alexandre Thiriat, this unique vessel’s evolution was supported by Bill Prince and Nick 

Boksa with naval architecture, structural drawings, production engineering and marine engineering. 

Listing agent for the Phoenix Series is Northrop and Johnson, with Joe Foggia and Dick Lazzara leading the brokerage team. Phoenix 130 lists for $22 million.

JOSEPH LAZZARA 
Designer style is Joe Lazzara’s DNA. The scion of the Lazzara family, 

Joe is a visionary leader representing the third generation of Lazzaras 

revolutionizing the yachting industry with Project Phoenix. In 2006, 

Joe’s LSX Quad 75 introduced joystick control with a tight turning radius for megayachts, 

incorporating the split level interior layout that his grandfather, Vince, employed for Gulfstar’s 

popular sailboats and trawlers. His vessels turn heads and are known for sleek style, 

panache’ and a natural, seamless incorporation of the galley into the saloon. This is the kind 

of social space a big Italian family prefers for entertaining.

A graduate of the College of Charleston, Joe is president of Lazzara Yachts Group and 

Lazzara Ombres Architects.

BONG CHUL “BC” KIM
BC Kim is one of South Korea’s most prominent naval 

architects and marine engineers.

GHI is a complete vessel manufacturing facility in the Re-

public of Korea. It is located in the center of the northeast Asian Sea between 

China and Japan, the strategic gate to Eurasia. 

This part of South Korea is well known for its boatbuilding innovation since the 

16th  century when Admiral Yi Sun-sin defeated a huge Japanese fleet. GHI 

was initially a naval shipyard and is immersed in heavy industry with steel and 

aluminum builds representing a combination of cutting-edge technology and 

time-honored craftsmanship. This sets new standards in the quality of styling, 

performance and reliability.

NICK BOKSA
Nick Boksa provided ABS systems compliance, 

production engineering and marine engineering for 

Project Phoenix.

Nick is a graduate of USMMA with a BS in marine engineering systems and 

a MSE in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering from the University 

of Michigan. Florida-based Boksa Marine Design provided styling, naval 

architecture, marine engineering, systems and production engineering for 

many megayacht shipyard new launches including Burger, Derecktors, 

Christensen, Trinity, Palmer Johnson and Buddy Davis.

IAN OMBRES
The hand and eye of Ian Ombres are 

evident in Phoenix. Ian served as director 

of naval architecture and engineering 

for Project Phoenix. Ian is a graduate of Florida State University 

and Landing School where he studied yacht design and naval 

architecture. Ian also designed yachts for Chris Craft and Lazzara 

Yachts.

Ian is founder and partner of Lazzara Ombres Architects 

and currently serves of director of product development and 

engineering for Lazzara Yachts Group.

ALEXANDRE THIRIAT
Based in Cannes, France, Alexandre Thiriat is 

responsible for interior design for Phoenix Yachts and 

is president of Alexandre Thiriat Yachts. Alex was an 

international project manager for Alberto Pinto on Oceanco, ISA, Lürssen, 

Feadship and Fincatieri. He received his master of design from ESDI 

Creapole and DFA Architecture from EAN Nancy.

BILL PRINCE
With offices on two continents, Bill Prince Yacht 

Design specializes in yacht design and engineering 

up to 105-meters, with demonstrated expertise in 

high-speed hull design, advanced structural engineering and styling. Bill has 

projects underway in Florida, Italy, Maine, British Columbia, Michigan and 

Asia.  Based in Port Washington, WI, Bill graduated with a BS in mechanical 

engineering from MSOE and has designed for Ted Hood, Island Packet and 

Michael Peters.

PROJECT PHOENIX DREAM TEAM



JOE FOGGIA
Following his successful 15 year run as CEO and director of sales at Christensen Shipyards, 

Joe Foggia is now superyacht sales broker and new construction expert at Northrop and 

Johnson, which is the listing broker for Phoenix Yachts. As a global yacht advisor and 

principal advisor in the purchase and construction of superyachts, shipyard negotiations and viability analysis, 

Joe is an expert in contract and specification review, yacht sale and re-sale strategy, market perception, product 

development and quality control.

p: 954-774-4225   e: joe.foggia@northropandjohnson.com

DICK LAZZARA
Dick is one of the last American yacht manufacturers/owners to design, engineer, build, sell, and race both sailing 

and power yachts. He joined his father, the late Vince Lazzara, building trawlers and motorsailers at Gulfstar in 1974 

after completing his service with the USCG during the Viet Nam War. The company merged with Viking in 1987, 

where Lazzara spent three years before opening Lazzara Yachts in 1991 with his brother and father. He grew up with icons in the industry, 

learning design purism from Olin Stephens, the execution of craftsmanship from Henry Hinckley and brokerage from Dick Bertram. Before 

it ceased plant operations in 2016, Lazzara Yachts produced over 600 yachts, most of which are still on the water. With a lifetime of 

connections and a loyal customer following, Dick is representing Phoenix Yachts in a brokerage capacity.

p: 813-340-0955   e: dicklazzara@gmail.com



SPECIFICATIONS 

P H O E N I X  1 3 0 Phoenix 50-meter and 70-meter coming soon.

LENGTH OVERALL 133’  40.5m

LENGTH OF WATERLINE 112.5’  34.28m

BEAM* 26’  7.92m

DRAFT 6’6”  2.25m

DISPLACEMENT ½LOAD (est.) 203 tons

FUEL CAPACITY 8,500 gal  32,176 L

FRESH WATER 2,245 gal  8,501 L

BLACK WATER 820gal  3,100L

GREY WATER 820 gal  3,100 L

MAIN ENGINES MTU 12V 4000 M93L -3460HP X2

TRANSMISSIONS ZF 7600A -2.53 to 1
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Creative and marketing support for Project Phoenix by

m e g a y a c h t m u s e s . c o m

DICK LAZZARA   P: 813-340-0955    E: dicklazzara@gmail.com JOE FOGGIA  P: 954-774-4225   E: joe.foggia@northropandjohnson.com
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SALES

35, Daebulsandan 8-ro 1-gil, Samhoeup,
Yeongam-gun, Jeollanam-do, Republic of Korea
E : ghigroup@daum.net
T : +82-61-464-0906    F: +82-61-464-0790


